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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction: 
On Vergilian Intertextuality 
The Problem1[ N C!EORGICS 1, when Vergil gives a lengthy account of the signs by
which farmers may predict the weather, he borrows abundantly 
from an earlier poem, the Phaenomena of Aratus. When in the sec­ond book he reflects upon his own activity in composing the Ge0115ics,he calls the poem an "Ascraean song," alluding to the works of Hesiod.Both of the remaining books conclude with elaborate imitations, Book3 ?f a passage from Lucretius' De Rerum Natura, Book 4 of several
�pi_sodes drawn from Homer's Iliad and Odyssey. At other points Vergilimitates, borrows from, and alludes or refers to a wealth of other
s�urces, both at length and in passing. Few passages of any extent fail todisclose a noticeable debt to some particular model. From beginning to 
end of the four books of Georgics, in Vergil's words we catch the echo of 
another's voice. 
While it may be an exaggeration to cite the Georgics as the most allu­
sive poem of antiquity, such a claim would not be essentially misleading. 
All three of Vergil's uncontested works are imitative, allusive, referential 
in the extreme. We know this in part, of course, because the long and 
hazardous road by which classical literature has reached us failed to 
destroy either Vergil or most of his favorite sources and models. While 
we can only guess or surmise the extent of the debt owed by the lyric 
poetry of Horace to that of Alcaeus, presumably his chief model in Odes 
1-3, we can map the Aeneid in detail against the archaic and Hellenistic
epics that were its chief models. Nor is this all. Even where the tradition
has begrudged us, for instance, the complete texts of Ennius and
Naevius, we have the means to assess with some confidence their general
influence on Vergil. The reason is that even in antiquity imitation was
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